
 

 

On Tuesday, about twenty minutes before I was supposed to give my presentation 
on the Bible, Christine called to say that the live stream was not working at Saint 
Mary’s. I called our tech person Chris and asked him if there was anything he could 
do. He walked me through what I needed to do to reboot system; fortunately, that 
solved the problem. I admit I was starting to panic a bit since we record the session 
via our live stream feed. While we were working on it, I was thinking about what I 
might need to do if we could not fix it.   
 

After it started working, it made me think about how dependent we are on  
technology for much of what we now do. It really can be an issue when the  

technology—whatever it might be—is not working the way that we need it to work. We are often put in a 
difficult position and our options are usually very limited.  
 

This situation got me thinking about life in general and that, as Christians, we are truly dependent on something 
far more important than technology, and that is grace. What is grace? The Catechism tells us “Grace is favor, 
the free and undeserved help that God gives us to respond to his call to become children of God, adoptive 
sons, partakers of the divine nature and of eternal life.” We receive grace in many ways and it has many 
different effects on us. Again, the Catechism tells us that “Sanctifying grace is an habitual gift, a stable and 
supernatural disposition that perfects the soul itself to enable it to live with God, to act by his love. Habitual 
grace, the permanent disposition to live and act in keeping with God's call, is distinguished from actual graces, 
which refer to God's interventions, whether at the beginning of conversion or in the course of the work of 
sanctification.”  
 

What this essentially tells us is that grace comes to us as a free gift from God. It is what enables us to live a 
life of faith. But even more than that, it is what allows us to simply exist. Without God’s grace no human being 
would exist. Without God continuing to pour his grace on everything that exists, things would simply cease to 
be.   
 

We are completely dependent upon the grace of God to do anything meaningful; without God’s grace our 
lives would have no purpose. The very reality of the sacramental life of the Church is to open us to a life of 
grace. In baptism we receive sanctifying grace. The sacrament of confession returns us to a state of grace. 
The Eucharist strengthens us to be open to the life of grace we are called to live. The grace of the Eucharist 
also opens us to the ability to receive the grace to be more and more aware of the presence of Christ. Each 
sacrament is an opportunity to encounter God and, as such, an opportunity to receive grace.  
 

God understands our need for grace, to grow as people and to deepen our relationship with Him. A life 
without grace leaves us in a place of emptiness and complete loss. A life without grace leaves us in a place 
without hope and meaning: it is essentially the definition of hell. When we choose to reject or to not seek out 
God’s grace, we are truly choosing to live hell on earth.   
 

Grace is therefore truly an essential gift. “It belongs to the supernatural order: grace escapes our  
experience and cannot be known except by faith. We cannot therefore rely on our feelings or our works to 
conclude that we are justified and saved. However, according to the Lord's words, "Thus you will know them 
by their fruits”—reflection on God's blessings in our life and in the lives of the saints offers us a guarantee 
that grace is at work in us, and spurs us on to an ever greater faith and an attitude of trustful poverty.”  
 

The great thing about grace is that, unlike technology, it never breaks down. If it “stops working” in our lives 
that is a sign that something is amiss in ourselves, and not about God or his grace. We have essentially stopped 
working with the Holy Spirit. We have decided to take things into our own hands. And that will never succeed.   
 

On Tuesday I began looking for other possible options for what I might do when our live stream is not working. 
But, where grace is concerned there are no other options. It is simply God or nothing. May we always seek to 
live the life of grace.  
 



 

 

 
 
 
If you have any questions about anything, please do not hesitate to ask me directly, or send your questions to 
me at fr.brian@theholyrood.org , or if easier please call me at (978) 254-0560. 
Please keep me in your prayers. 
 

In Christ, 
 

 
 
Fr. Brian 
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